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the new version of zwcad is now available for mac and windows. the software now
has a new interface with a new 3d creation environment and enhanced functions
such as 3d editing, 3d model import, and file compatibility. zwcad and zw3d are
respectively available for windows, mac, and linux. zwcad free download version
contains the entire professional feature set of zwcad 2010, whereas zwcad 2018
professional offers a full complement of professional tools and features, including

cad file import, 2d and 3d modeling, orthographic views, and document
management capabilities. zwcad is also compatible with most dwg files, and the
latest update of zwcad 2010 professional includes a 2d dwg file import function.
dwg file imports help you easily open and work with dwg files without having to

install dgn files into your computer. the dwg file can be imported into zwcad 2010
for freehand or cad design. zwcad 2018 pro is also the leading cad software for 2d

and 3d design, cae, and virtual prototyping. it has fully support all the latest
modern cad modeling features like 3d modeling, importing from dwg files, 2d dwg

file editing, and support of multiview design. users have an option to toggle
between 2d and 3d view. this feature helps designers to work in any mode as

needed. to be sure, zwcad 2018 pro has a new feature called sheet set manager,
which can create and edit sheet sets that are not only supported by dwg files, but

also by the microsoft office and autocad files. this saves a lot of time and effort
that was spent on importing and exporting data files into and out of the sheet set.
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zwcad architecture 2016 can be used to import dwg-format files as new objects,
automatically adjust the scale and orientation of the objects to the current drawing

view, and edit the dimension and text of the objects. it has a function of "find
connected" (also called "split object") for you to split and group the objects into a

new drawing at any time during the design process. zwcad architecture 2016 is the
outstanding cad software for architects who want the most innovative functions to
make design faster and easier to complete. it has the features of multi-view and

multi-level rendering, easy to select the view and to preview various design
settings. the cad software is the most integrated and customizable solution, not

only enable you to design multi-level cad drawings in a single drawing, but also use
the same function to simulate the multi-level rendering, to provide more flexibility

when designing the design. in addition, zwcad architecture 2016 supports 16
modes of import for 2d and 3d model files, and export in dxf, dwg, mdd and pdf

formats. we are pleased to introduce the new zwcad architecture 2019, a powerful
2d and 3d cad platform to streamline the design, project collaboration, and

manage your design processes. the new zwcad architecture 2019 can import and
export both 2d and 3d models, including dwg, dxf, and autocad. also, the new

zwcad architecture 2019 can convert dwg to dxf, dxf to dwg, and dxf to pdf. zwcad
architecture 2019 is the most efficient tool to create and visualize 2d and 3d cad

drawings. in addition, for the convenience of use, the new zwcad architecture 2019
has a new design, with a new user interface and a new icon and color scheme. it

provides a variety of customizable functional tools, such as 3d viewing, multi-view
rendering, dimension tools, styles and labels tools, and powerful export tools.
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